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Abstract—Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) is one of
the most concerned non-orthogonal multiple access schemes in
5G communication system. Meanwhile, device-to-device (D2D)
communication is also one of the key technologies for 5G
network to improve the spectral efficiency. In cellular systems
with SCMA, the non-orthogonal nature renders resource blocks
support for more users so that an overloaded system can be
achieved. To further improve the system capacity, a D2D and
uplink cellular coexisting network is proposed in this paper.
The interference between D2D and cellular users are handled.
Since conventional message passing algorithm (MPA) has the
exponential complexity, the receiver for cellular users is based
on some low complexity methods and that for D2D users is also
associated with this method. Simulation results show that the
proposed hybrid network has an acceptable BER performance
loss compared to the general uplink SCMA system, while the
proposed SCMA receiver can reduce the decoding complexity
significantly compared to the conventional MPA.

Index Terms—device-to-device communication, sparse code
multiple access, hybrid network, low complexity decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for higher data rates and larger
capacity requires new communication designs for the next
generation (5G) wireless networks. Some key technologies for
5G systems include device-to-device (D2D) communication,
non-orthogonal multiple access techniques along with massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), ultra-dense radio net-
working, all-spectrum access, and so on [1].

D2D communication is one of the promising technologies,
which allows two nearby devices to communicate without base
station (BS) or with limited BS involvement. As D2D com-
munication belongs to class of cooperative communication,
this technique has the benefits in terms of link reliability,
spectral efficiency, system capacity, and transmission range
[2]. When this technique is incorporated into cellular networks,
the system capacity can be improved.

Among all the non-orthogonal multiple access techniques,
sparse code multiple access (SCMA) has been proposed as a
promising method. SCMA is introduced by Nikopour and Ba-
ligh [3]. In SCMA, coded bits are directly mapped to the multi-
dimensional complex lattice point (called a codeword), and
the codewords are designed to be sparse. Compared to other
multiple access techniques, the sparsity of SCMA codewords
enables massive connectivity and overloaded feature. Besides,

it also renders the use of the suboptimal message passing
algorithm (MPA) to solve the problem of multi-user detection.
However, despite of the sparsity of SCMA, the decoding of
codewords brings a high computational complexity. To solve
this issue, several low complexity MPA designs are proposed
[4]-[6]. The authors in [4] propose a modified MPA based
on partial marginalization (PM). The authors in [5] design a
residual-aided message propagation (R-aided MPA) to accel-
erate the convergence speed. In [6], a codebook is designed to
reduce the number of projections in each orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) tone.

Some work further considers D2D communication com-
bined with SCMA [7]-[13], [19], [20]. They assume the
cellular users and D2D pairs can share certain SCMA layers
and some SCMA layers may be reused. In order to maximize
the total rate of cellular users and D2D pairs, a coalition
game based scheme is proposed [7]. Besides, opportunistic
SCMA codebook allocation (OSCA) [8] and interference-
aware hypergraph based codebook allocation (IAHCA) [9],
[19] are proposed to obtain the suboptimal solution and
to reduce the cross-tier interference between cellular users
and D2D users. In OSCA, codebooks are opportunistically
assigned based on the channel conditions of cellular links
and D2D links, while in IAHCA, hypergraph model is used
to characterize the interference, and then each orthogonal
SCMA resource is allowed to be shared by one cellular link
and more than one D2D links. In [10], SCMA codebooks
are not reused for all users, while D2D links reallocate the
resources to cellular users in a non-orthogonal mode. By
restricting the distance from D2D transmitter to the base
station, the BER performance and the convergence behavior
can be better. When a proportion of available resources are
allocated to D2D users in a dedicated manner, both D2D
reuse mode and D2D dedicated mode are considered [11],[12].
A graph-based joint mode selection and resource allocation
algorithm with predefined threshold is proposed to maximize
the system sum rate [11]. Besides, the work in [12] further
considers other issues such as admission control, partner
assignment, and power allocation. Moreover, a channel gain
based mode selection criterion as well as a greedy-style partner
assignment scheme are proposed. Another D2D underlaying
cellular network makes use of a different hybrid multiple



access technique [13]. To improve the performance of D2D
users, SCMA is employed for cellular users while OFDMA is
employed for D2D users. However, the interference still exists.
Then, an interference graph based resource allocation scheme
is proposed to minimize the total transmit power subject to a
rate constraint.

This paper considers a D2D and uplink cellular hybrid net-
work model to support users’ communication simultaneously.
Different from the above mentioned works [7]-[13], we focus
on the receiver design for both cellular users and D2D users.
We assume that cellular users employ SCMA. For uplink
cellular users, conventional MPA needs modifications due to
the interference of D2D communication. During the iterative
process of MPA, the extrinsic information also considers the
transmitted codewords of D2D users. More importantly, the
large codebook size makes it hard to compute all Euclidean
distances and also increases the computational complexity.
Therefore, low complexity decoding methods are necessary
for the receiver design of the proposed network. We utilize
list sphere decoding (LSD) [14] based MPA in this paper so
that the search space can be reduced. We also analyze the
computational complexity for different decoding algorithms.
For D2D users, we consider the ML criterion based optimal
receiver with the interference of uplink cellular users first.
Besides, the sphere decoder also reduces the interference space
for the receiver design of D2D users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the network model and illustrates the related multiple
access techniques. Besides, The SCMA basic structure as well
as notations are also introduced. The receiver design for both
cellular users and D2D users are proposed in section III. The
conventional MPA algorithm and the LSD based decoding
algorithm are introduced for cellular users, along with the
complexity analysis. We also illustrate the decoder for D2D
users. Section IV shows the numerical results. The paper
finally concludes in section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. The D2D and Cellular Hybrid Networks

Fig. 1 shows a D2D and uplink cellular hybrid network.
In this network, we consider J cellular users and Jd2d D2D
pairs. The ith cellular user is denoted as Ci, and the D2D
transmitter and receiver of the ith D2D pair are denoted as
DTi and DRi, respectively.

For general uplink communication system, SCMA can be
applied. Cellular users are allocated with SCMA codewords
spread over OFDMA tones. Further, this network contains
D2D communication. Each D2D receiver only concerns about
its own information. Thus, OFDMA is more reasonable for
D2D users.

B. SCMA Structure

The SCMA encoder can be defined as a mapping from
log2(M) coded bits to a K-dimensional complex codebook
of size M . We select N dimensions from K for the sparse

Fig. 1: D2D and cellular hybrid network.

codebook design, in other words, each K-dimensional com-
plex codeword are only non-zero in N dimensions. Thus, J
cellular users are allocated with K OFDMA subcarriers. In
this model, we consider the case Jd2d < K in order to restrict
the interference range between cellular users and D2D users.

C. Notations

Throughout this paper, the following notations will be used.
The lowercase letter x denotes a scalar, the bold lowercase
letter x denotes a column vector, and a matrix is represented
by a bold uppercase letter X . The superscript (·)T denotes
matrix transpose and (·)† denotes conjugate matrix transpose.
diag(x) denotes a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries
being vector x. Besides, ξ \ j denotes the set ξ in which the
element j is excluded. I denotes the identity matrix. 0 and O
denote a column vector and a matrix with all zero elements,
respectively.

III. RECEIVER DESIGN FOR CELLULAR AND D2D

A. MPA Decoder for Cellular Users

The received signal y after synchronous layer multiplexing
at base station can be expressed as

y =
J∑
i=1

diag(hi)xi +

Jd2d∑
j=1

diag(h
′

j)x
′

j + n, (1)

where hi and xi are the channel vector and SCMA codeword
vector of cellular user i, h

′

j and x
′

j are the channel vector
and D2D codeword vector of D2D transmitter j, n is the
additive Gaussian noise vector with mean 0 and covariance
matrix σ2

nI . Besides, we define that x = [xT1 ,x
T
2 , ...,x

T
J ]T

and x
′

= [(x
′

1)T , (x
′

2)T , ..., (x
′

Jd2d
)T ]T . For base station, the

information of D2D users are insignificant, so D2D codewords
could be regarded as interference.



SCMA systems utilize MPA for sake of the sparsity of
SCMA codewords. Considering M constellation points are
uniformly distributed, cellular users’ codewords can be esti-
mated based on ML criterion

x̂ = argmax
x⊂X
{M(x)}, (2)

where

M(x) ∝
∑

a⊂Xd2d

p(x
′

= a) exp{F (a,x)}, (3)

where Xd2d means the set of D2D transmitted codewords, p(·)
means the probability value for each possible D2D transmitted
codeword. Besides, we have

F (a,x) = − 1

σ2
n

‖ (y −H
′
a)−Hx ‖2, (4)

where H = diag{hT1 ,hT2 , ...,hTJ } is a block diagonal matrix
as well as H

′
= diag{(h′

1)T , (h
′

2)T , ..., (h
′

Jd2d
)T }.

The form in (4) is more complicated than general SCMA
system due to the interference of D2D users. For base station,
the information of D2D users are absolutely unknown so
we must compute the conditional probability to eliminate the
influence of D2D users.

SCMA structure can be formulated as a factor graph which
is shown in Fig. 2, where some resource nodes are also
occupied by D2D users in proposed network model.

Fig. 2: Factor graph with J=6, K=4, N=2, and Jd2d=2.

Besides, the corresponding SCMA indicator matrix is shown
as follows

F =


1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1

 . (5)

MPA is an iterative process, where the soft information are
exchanged between layer nodes and resource nodes. We define
ζj = {k|Fkj = 1,∀k} and ξk = {j|Fkj = 1,∀j}, and the
capacity of set ζj is dc for each cellular user j. At the ith
iteration, the extrinsic information from resource node k to
layer node j is given by

Lik→j(x) =
∑

x̃:x̃j=x

{Mk(x̃)
∏

j̃∈ξk\j

Li−1

j̃→k(x̃j̃)}, (6)

where Mk(x) means the computation of M(x) for the kth
resource node [4]. Besides, the exchanged information from
layer node j to resource node k is given by

Lij→k(x) =
∏

k̃∈ζj\k

Li
k̃→j(x). (7)

For the iterative computation, the initial value is L0
j→k(x) =

1/M . When IT iterations is reached, we can get the hard
estimation by

x̂j = argmax
x̂
{
∏
k∈ζj

LITk→j(x)}. (8)

B. Low Complexity Decoding Algorithm for Cellular Users

In MPA process, we need a large number of exponential
operations to obtain (6), which brings high computational
complexity. In our network, we need even more exponential
operations and multiplications. For the implementation of
hardware, we need appropriate method to reduce the com-
plexity for the decoder of cellular users. LSD is proved to
be an efficient method for general SCMA system, as only
signals within a given hypersphere are considered instead of
exhaustive search [14].

The design of general SCMA codebook is introduced in
literature [15]. The process can help us to determine the
relationship between non-zero SCMA codewords and equiva-
lent lattice points. Let non-zero SCMA codeword x be N -
dimensional for user j, and u2N,j be the equivalent 2N -
dimensional QAM constellation. The codeword formula can
be written as

xN,j = ∆j · (Er + i ·Ei) ·M · u2N,j , (9)

where ∆j denotes the constellation operators for user j, e.g.,
phase rotation, M denotes the unitary rotation matrix, Er and
Ei are the matrices which can select components from vector
u2N,j that corresponds to the real part and imaginary part
of QAM symbols, respectively. For instance, for the case of
N = 2 and M = 4, the best rotation matrix M has been
found in literature [16], and Er = I while Ei = O.

Let Gj = ∆j · (Er + i · Ei) ·M . The received signal on
subcarrier k can be rewritten as

yk = h̃Tk diag{gTk,1, ..., gTk,J}uk + h
′

kx
′

k + nk

= wkuk + zk,
(10)

where h̃k = [hk,1, ..., hk,J ]T , row vector gTk,j corresponds to
the kth row of matrix Gj , uk = [uT2N,1, ...,u

T
2N,J ]T and zk

denotes the interference of D2D users and noise in subcarrier
k. Actually, only dc cellular users will collide in the same
subcarrier, so the set of lattice points can be modified. We
assume that wk is 1× L vector and uk is L× 1 vector.

We use ML criterion to estimate SCMA transmitted code-
words as shown in (2)-(4), and for the modified formula
in (10), the ML detector searches the optimum ûk in a
brute-force way. Notice that some signal points have tiny
contributions to the iterative process. Thus, we can set a



radius C to control the search range. Let ỹk =

(
yk
0

)
be

a (L + 1) × 1 vector and W̃k =

(
wk

I

)
be a (L + 1) × L

matrix which is also a column full rank matrix. Considering
the general sphere decoder, we have

‖ ỹk − W̃kuk ‖2≤ C. (11)

To implement the sphere decoder, we apply the QR factoriza-
tion for W̃k

W̃k = [Q1,Q2]

[
R
0

]
, (12)

where the dimension of Q1, Q2, and R are (L + 1) × L,
(L+ 1)× 1 and L×L, respectively. Now we can rewrite (11)
as

‖ y
′

k −Ruk ‖2≤ C
′
, (13)

where y
′

k = Q†1ỹk and C
′

= C − |Q†2ỹk|2. Note that matrix
R is an upper triangular matrix. We can expand (13) as

L∑
i=1

|y
′

i −
L∑
j=i

rijuj |2 ≤ C
′
. (14)

Then the sphere decoder can work in a backward recursive
way. For the sake of simplification, we drop the detail of
search process. Without sphere decoder, all Mdc points should
be candidate points, while the list sphere decoder finds all
candidate lattice points within the given radius C, and the
size of this set Φn is TLSD.

Consider the exchanged information of MPA in log domain
without sphere decoder, we have

Lik→j(x) = ∗ max
x̃:x̃j=x

{log(Mk(x̃)) +
∑
j̃∈ξk\j

Li−1

j̃→k(x̃j̃)}, (15)

where ∗max operation is given by

∗max(a, b) = log(ea + eb)

= max(a, b) + log(1 + e−|a−b|).
(16)

By adding the sphere decoder, (15) can be modified as

Lik→j(x) = ∗ max
x̃∈Φn

{log(Mk(x̃)) +
∑
j̃∈ξk\j

Li−1

j̃→k(x̃j̃)}. (17)

When we use Max-log-MPA, we usually have the approxima-
tion that ∗max(a, b) ≈ max(a, b).

C. Complexity Analysis
First we consider the computational process of LSD. The

computation of vector y
′

k and scalar C
′

require QR factoriza-
tion, which needs complex multiplications and complex sum-
mations. We use the modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm [17] to
achieve QR factorization and this part requires 2L3 +2L2 +L
complex operations with L = dc · log2(M). After that, we
need to run the search process in a backward recursive way
as shown in (14). The expected complexity [18] for this part
is shown in (18),

E(i) =
L∑
i=1

(2i+ 7)Pi, (18)

where Pi is the average number of points inside an i-th layer.
Next we analyze the computational complexity of MPA

decoding. For Max-log-MPA and LSD-MPA, the distinction
is absolutely reflected in the exchanged information from
resource nodes to layer nodes. The computation of (15) in
each iteration requires KdcMdc(dc + 3(Jd2d)

Md2d) complex
multiplications and KdcMdc(2dc−3+2(Jd2d)

Md2d)+KdcM
complex summations, where Md2d is the codebook size of
D2D users. However, the computation of (17) in each iteration
requires KdcTLSD(dc+3(Jd2d)

Md2d) complex multiplications
and KdcTLSD(2dc− 2 + 2(Jd2d)

Md2d) complex summations,
where TLSD can be much lower than Mdc . For the process
of (7) and (8) in MPA decoding, the complexity remains
unchanged with sphere decoding.

D. Receiver for D2D Users

For D2D communication, each D2D pair is allocated with
one of the K OFDMA tones. Regardless of the power diversity
and distance diversity, let the ith OFDMA tone be used by the
ith D2D pair (i = 1, 2, ..., Jd2d). In the subcarrier i,

yi = hi,d · xi,d +
∑
j∈ξi

hj,c · xj,c + ni. (19)

We use subscript d and c to distinguish the D2D users from
cellular users. Consider the interference of dc cellular users,
the ML receiver is given by

x̂i,d = arg max
x⊂Xd2d

Ni(x), (20)

where

Ni(x) ∝
∑
t⊂Xc

p(xc = t) · exp{G(t, x)}. (21)

Notice that the sphere decoder will change the search space
for the interference of cellular users. For the D2D receiver in
each D2D pair, the set of total SCMA transmitted codewords
Xc can be replaced by the set Φi. Thus, we can modify (20)
as

Ni(x) ∝
∑
t⊂Φi

p(xc = t) · exp{G(t, x)}, (22)

where

G(t, x) = − 1

σ2
n

‖ (yi − hTi,ct)− hi,dx ‖2 . (23)

For each D2D receiver, we need to compute MdcMd2d

Euclidean distances in (21) without considering the sphere
decoding, while for the computation of (22) we will compute
TLSDMd2d Euclidian distances. However, the process of LSD
in each D2D receiver brings extra complex multiplications and
complex summations. In general, The exponential operator is
reduced by the proportion of TLSD

Mdc
which is more significant

for the implementation of hardware.



Fig. 3: BER performance of different system models.

Fig. 4: BER performance of cellular users with AWGN chan-
nel.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we perform simulation to demonstrate the
BER performance of the proposed hybrid network with D2D
users and uplink cellular users. We consider a system model
where J = 6, K = 4, N = 2, M = 4, and Jd2d = 2.
The factor graph and the indicator matrix F is defined in
Fig. 2 and (5), respectively. We consider the case of single
antenna. The codewords for D2D communication is modulated
by BPSK. We employ two types of channel models, one is
AWGN channel and the other is ideal Rayleigh fading channel.
The channel code is set to 1/3 turbo code for both cellular
users and D2D users. Besides, the maximum number of MPA
iteration IT is set to 6.

A. AWGN Channel

In Fig. 3, we show the BER performance of the communica-
tion for both cellular users and D2D users, where the receiver
is based on conventional MPA and ML criterion, respectively.

Fig. 5: BER performance of cellular users with Rayleigh
fading channel.

Fig. 6: BER performance of D2D users with Rayleigh fading
channel.

From Fig. 3 we can observe that the BER performance of
cellular users in the proposed network model has the loss of
near 3 dB compared with general uplink SCMA system, which
indicates the interference level from D2D users. Besides, the
performance of D2D users is also degraded. The possible
reason is that power diversity and distance diversity are not
considered in this system.

Fig. 4 compares the BER performance of Max-log-MPA and
LSD-MPA for both general SCMA receiver and the proposed
SCMA receiver. For traditional MPA, since M = 4 and dc =
3, we can discover that 43 = 64 Euclidean distances need to
be computed. When we set TLSD = 40 in LSD based MPA,
the search space is reduced. We can observe from Fig. 4 for
general cellular network without D2D, the performance loss
is near 0.3 dB, which is negligible. For the proposed network,
when BER equals to 1× 10−4, the performance loss is within
0.5 dB, which is also negligible.



B. Ideal Rayleigh Fading Channel
We focus on the performance of cellular users in Fig. 5.

We still set TLSD = 40 in LSD based MPA to reduce the
search space. From Fig. 5 we can observe that considering the
channel is totally known for the receiver, the BER performance
gap between general cellular network and proposed network
is still near 3 dB. Besides, compared to Max-log-MPA, the
LSD-MPA only results in a performance loss of near 0.5 dB.

In Rayleigh fading channel, we also compare the BER
performance of D2D users which is shown in Fig. 6. We
can observe that the LSD-based D2D receiver still results in
negligible performance loss while the decoding complexity is
reduced.

C. Decoding Time Comparison
Fig. 7 illustrates the comparison of decoding time in matlab

platform between Max-log-MPA and LSD-MPA considering
the process of D2D decoding. The SNR is set to 4 dB
for both AWGN channel and Rayleigh channel, while other
parameters remain unchanged. We can observe that when we
set the appropriate TLSD as in Fig. 7, although some additive
procedures are required in sphere decoding algorithm, the
complexity is still reduced compared with traditional MPA.
Therefore, this method is appropriate for our proposed system
coexisting with D2D users.

Fig. 7: Decoding time of different decoding algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a D2D and uplink cellular coexisting network
model is considered so that the overloading factor is larger
than general SCMA system without D2D users. For the
receiver design of the proposed system, conventional MPA
brings a high complexity, so we adopt LSD-MPA to reduce
the complexity, which also reduces the complexity of D2D
receiver. Simulation results show that the BER performance for
cellular users with LSD-MPA has negligible loss. Besides, in
future work we hope to consider transmit power optimization
and observe the performance of D2D communication.
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